TESTIMONIALS
“Prime Source has been a valuable asset in keeping our company up to date in our industry for our equipment safety decals. Working with their sales
department offers us experience and professional service. It has been a pleasure to do business with Prime Source, and looking to do more business in the
future.”
Eric Slotter
ALLENTOWN EQUIPMENT
“I have appreciated all that Prime Source does for us, particularly on the Exide account. You have miraculously pulled of several last minute rushes
requested by the customer, all the while consistently working with us to produce the best product, manufactured in the best and yet most cost-saving way, for
our customers. You go above and beyond, and are always willing to add direct shipments and re-align the order priorities as needed. When problems do arise
with quality or shipping, they are resolved quickly and efficiently, and a plan is put in developed and put in place to help ensure it does not happen again.
Thank you for everything!”
Sarah Prosser
Standard Register
"Prime Source consistently exceeds my expectations for our decaling needs. They not only provide high quality decals, but also bring expertise on the latest
regulations and accepted symbols and a high level of creativity to produce well-designed and safe instructions and warnings. Their commitment to quality,
on-time delivery and fair pricing is unsurpassed by any of my suppliers. Customer service is clearly number one priority and it is a pleasure to do business
with them."
Matt Namara
Broce Manufacturing
"Prime Source has consistently met our needs in the critical areas of
quality, cost, delivery, and responsiveness. They get involved with
the inner workings of our products and make great recommendations on
labeling and its placement."
Dennis Goldbach
VP Operations
Fecon Inc
“Thank you for your continued support as a partner with JRB Attachments for our product decal requirements. As an after market supplier in the
construction equipment industry, we must make safety a high priority. Prime Source has been a vital part of our efforts in this area. The indepth knowledge
of ANSI Z535 and the Association of Equipment Manufacturers safety emphasis has proven to be a valuable part of our safety strategies.”
“Prime Source as a team has taken a personal interest in what we do and helped to guide us in how we do it. We know that when we send you a job, it will
be done correctly with a high degree of quality. Having this confidence level in a supplier is important in this area. I am looking forward to a long
relationship with Prime Source.”
Thank you,
Ralph A. Mitchell
Technical Publications Chairman
JRB Attachments
Product Safety Coordinator
Paladin Heavy Construction
“Decals might not always seem an important part of your business or product, but it represents your "brand" and is the first thing people look for
when they are looking at a piece of construction equipment. As a growing business, we hold our brand at a high standard just as the product we
build. When we took over the business a couple years ago it was really easy to just run down to the local sign shop and have some decals made
to just "get us by". They worked, but they just didn't carry that level of quality that we put into everything else. When you strive to be the best
why should you sacrifice quality on the last step of the manufacturing process which is applying the decals. It’s more than just a decal. It’s your
company logo, the right colors, the right size, etc. Just as our engineers design each part for the product, they design the decal to fit in a particular
spot. Sometimes size is critical and can mean the difference between looking good, and looking bad. Prime Source has provided top quality
decals for our top quality product. They have also been very responsive to changes, new designs, and special projects.”
Bryan Abernathy
Champion Motor Graders
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